Graphons are analytic objects associated with convergent sequences of dense graphs. Problems from extremal combinatorics and theoretical computer science led to a study of finitely forcible graphons, i.e., graphons determined by finitely many subgraph densities. Lovász and Szegedy conjectured that the topological space of typical vertices of such a graphon always has finite dimension, which would also have implications on the number of parts in its weak ε-regular partition. We disprove the conjecture by constructing a finitely forcible graphon with the space of typical vertices with infinite dimension.
Introduction
Analytic objects associated with convergent sequences of combinatorial objects have recently attracted significant amount of attention. This line of research was initiated by the theory of limits of dense graphs [7] [8] [9] 27] , followed by limits of sparse graphs [5, 12] , permutations [18, 19] , partial orders [21] and others. Analytic methods applied to such limit objects led to results in many areas of mathematics and computer science, in particular in extremal combinatorics [1-4, 13, 15-17, 22, 23, 32-36] and property testing [20, 30] .
In this paper we are concerned with limits of dense graphs and the interplay of two properties of the corresponding limit object (graphon). One of them is whether a graphon is determined by finitely many subgraph densities, or equivalently, it is a unique solution of an extremal problem. This phenomenon, which is known as finite forcibility, is closely related to quasirandomness of combinatorial objects, as studied by Chung, Graham and Wilson [10] , Rödl [37] and Thomason [38, 39] . In the setting of graphons, Lovász and Sós [25] proved a general result asserting that every step function, a multipartite graphon with uniform densities, is finitely forcible.
The other property we study is related to the structure of typical vertices of a graphon. Let T (W ) be the space of such vertices with the topology defined as in [26] and let T (W ) be the same space with the topology given by the similarity distance [24, Chapter 13] . The topology of T (W ) is finer than that of T (W ). For example, T (W ) is always compact [24, Corollary 13.28] but T (W ) need not be compact even if W is finitely forcible [14] . The structure of the space T (W ) is closely related to weak ε-regular partitions of W [24, 29] . In particular, if T (W ) has finite Minkowski dimension, then the number of parts in a weak ε-regular partition of W can be bounded by a polynomial in ε −1 . Lovász and Szegedy [26, Conjecture 10] , led by examples of known finitely forcible graphons, proposed the following: Conjecture 1. If W is a finitely forcible graphon, then T (W ) is finite dimensional. (We intentionally do not specify which notion of dimension is meant here-a result concerning any variant would be interesting.)
The Rademacher graphon W R constructed in [14] is finitely forcible and the space T (W R ) has infinite Minkowski dimension but its Lebesgue dimension is one and T (W R ) has both Minkowski and Lebesgue dimension one. This implies that the number of parts in a weak ε-regular partition of W R is linear in ε −1 . In this paper we construct a graphon W , which we call a hypercubical graphon, such that W is finitely forcible and both T (W ) and T (W ) contain subspaces homeomorphic to [0, 1] ∞ .
Theorem 1. The hypercubical graphon W is finitely forcible and the topological spaces T (W ) and T (W ) contain subspaces homeomorphic to [0, 1] ∞ .
Going back to one of the motivations for studying the dimension of the spaces T (W ) and T (W ), we remark that a lower bound 2 Θ(log 2 ε −1 ) on the number of parts in a weak ε-regular partition of W can (easily) be proven. In particular, the number of parts in a weak ε-regular partition of a finitely forcible graphon needs not be polynomial in ε −1 . The proof of Theorem 1 extends the methods from [14] and [31] . In particular, Norine [31] constructed finitely forcible graphons with the space of typical vertices of arbitrarily large (but finite) Lebesgue dimension. In his construction, both T (W ) and T (W ) contain a subspace homeomorphic to [0, 1] d .
Definitions
In this section we present the notation used throughout the paper. A graph is a pair (V, E) where E ⊆ V 2
. The elements of V are called vertices and the elements of E are called edges. The order of a graph G is the number of its vertices and it is denoted by |G|. We use N * for N ∪ {∞} and [k] for {1, . . . , k}. The density d(H, G) of a graph H in a graph G is the probability that |H| randomly chosen distinct vertices of G induce a subgraph isomorphic to H. If |H| > |G|, we set d(H, G) = 0. A sequence of graphs (G i ) i∈N is convergent if the sequence (d(H, G i )) i∈N converges for every graph H.
We now introduce basic notions from the theory of dense graph limits as developed in [7] [8] [9] 27] . A graphon W is a symmetric measurable function from [0, 1] 2 to [0, 1]. Here, symmetric stands for the property that W (x, y) = W (y, x) for every x, y ∈ [0, 1].
A W -random graph of order k is obtained by sampling k random vertices x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ [0, 1] uniformly and independently and joining the i-th and the j-th vertex by an edge with probability W (x i , x j ). Since the points of [0, 1] play the role of vertices, we refer to them as to vertices of W .
Observe that W plays the role of the appropriately scaled adjacency matrix. Clearly, the following holds:
where Aut(H) is the automorphism group of H.
Mimicking the terminology for graphs, we call a graphon W restricted to S × T for S, T ∈ [0, 1], a subgraphon on S × T and we denote it by W [S × T ]. The density between S and T (or on S × T ) of a graphon W , is
We say that
of W is a complete bipartite subgraphon with sides S and T for some S,
One of the key results in the theory of dense graph limits asserts that for every convergent sequence (G i ) i∈N of graphs with increasing orders, there exists a graphon W (called the limit of the sequence) such that for every graph H,
Conversely, if W is a graphon, then the sequence of W -random graphs with increasing orders converges with probability one and its limit is W . 
The space with this topology is denoted by T (W ). The topological space T (W ) is always compact [24, Chapter 13] and its structure is related to weak regular partitions of W [29] as we have also mentioned earlier.
Finite forcibility
A graphon W is finitely forcible if there exist graphs H 1 , . . . , H k such that every graphon
is weakly isomorphic to W . For example, the result of Diaconis, Homes, and Janson [11] is equivalent to the statement that the half-graphon W (x, y) defined as W (x, y) = 1 if x + y ≥ 1, and W = 0, otherwise, is finitely forcible. Also see [26] for further results in this direction.
Following the framework from [14] , when proving the finite forcibility of a graphon, we give a set of constraints that uniquely determines W instead of specifying the finitely many subgraphs and their densities that uniquely determine W . A constraint is an equality between two density expressions where a density expression is recursively defined as follows: a real number or a graph H are density expressions, and if D 1 and D 2 are two density expression, then the sum D 1 + D 2 and the product D 1 · D 2 are also density expressions. The value of the density expression is the value obtained by substituting for every subgraph H its density in the graphon. As observed in [14] , if W is a unique (up to weak isomorphism) graphon that satisfies a finite set C of constraints, then it is finitely forcible. In particular, W is the unique (up to weak isomorphism) graphon with densities of subgraphs appearing in C equal to their densities in W .
In [14] , it was also observed that a more general form of constraints, called rooted constraints, can be used in finite forcibility. A subgraph is rooted if it has m distinguished vertices labeled with numbers 1, . . . , m. These vertices are referred to as roots while the other vertices are non-roots. Two rooted graphs are compatible if the subgraphs induced by their roots are isomorphic through an isomorphism mapping the roots with the same label to each other. Similarly, two rooted graphs are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism mapping the i-th root of one of them to the i-th root of the other.
A rooted density expression is a density expression such that all graphs that appear in it are mutually compatible rooted graphs. The meaning of a rooted density expression is defined in the next paragraphs. 
We next define a probability measure
m is a Borel set, then:
When x 1 , . . . , x m ∈ [0, 1] are fixed, then the density of a graph H with root vertices x 1 , . . . , x m is the probability that a random sample of non-roots yields a copy of H conditioned on the roots inducing H 0 . Noticing that an automorphism of a rooted graph has all roots as fixed vertices, we obtain that this is equal to
We now consider a constraint such that both left and right hand sides D and D are compatible rooted density expressions. Such a constraint represents that D − D = 0 holds with probability one with respect to the choice of roots. At several occasions, we write a fraction of two rooted density expressions D/D . A constraint containing such a fraction, say
there exists a non-rooted constraint C = C such that D = D with probability one if and only if C = C holds [14] .
A degree deg W x of a vertex x ∈ [0, 1] in a graphon W is equal to [0, 1] W (x, y)dy .
Note that the degree is well-defined for almost every vertex of W . We omit the superscript W whenever the graphon is clear from the context. Let A be a measurable non-null subset of [0, 1] . A relative degree deg 
A graphon W is partitioned if there exist k ∈ N, positive reals a 1 , . . . , a k summing to one and distinct reals d 1 , . . . , d k between 0 and 1 such that the set of vertices of W with degree d i has measure a i . If W is a partitioned graphon, we write A i for the set of vertices of degree
A graph H is decorated if its vertices are labeled with parts A 1 , . . . , A k . The density of a decorated graph H is the probability that randomly chosen |H| vertices induce a subgraph isomorphic to H with its vertices contained in the parts corresponding to the labels, conditioned by the event that the sampled vertices are in the parts corresponding to the labels. For example, if H is an edge with vertices labeled with parts A 1 and A 2 , then the density of H is the density of edges between A 1 and A 2 , i.e.,
Similarly as in the case of non-decorated graphs, we can define rooted decorated subgraphs and use them in constraints. A constraint that uses (rooted or nonrooted) decorated subgraphs is referred to as decorated. In [14] , it is shown that decorated constraints can be used in forcing (also see Lemma 3 below). We depict roots of decorated graphs by squares, and non-root vertices by circles, labeled by the name of the respective part of a graphon. The full lines connecting vertices correspond edges, dashed lines to non-edges. No connection between two vertices means that both edge or non-edge are allowed between the vertices, i.e., the corresponding density is the sum of the densities of the graphs with and without such edge(s).
To avoid possible ambiguity, all the graphs in each constraint have the same set of roots and the same connections between the roots. A drawing of the graph on the roots is identical for all occurrences of the graph in a constraint to make clear which roots correspond to each other.
We conclude this section by lemmas from [14] , used in our proof. The first lemma guarantees the existence of a set of constraints that force a graphon satisfying these constraints to be a partitioned graphon with a given partition and given degrees between the parts.
Lemma 2. Let a 1 , . . . , a k be positive real numbers summing to one and let d 1 , . . ., d k be distinct reals between 0 and 1. There exists a finite set of constraints C such that any graphon W satisfying C must be a partitioned graphon with parts of sizes a 1 , . . . , a k and degrees
The following lemma allows us to use decorated constraints by stating that they are equivalent to some non-decorated constraints.
Lemma 3. Let k ∈ N, and let a 1 , . . . , a k be positive real numbers summing to one and let d 1 , . . . , d k be distinct reals between zero and one. If W is a partitioned graphon with k parts formed by vertices of degree d i and measure a i each, then any decorated (rooted or non-rooted) constraint can be expressed as a non-decorated non-rooted constraint, i.e., W satisfies the decorated constraint if and only if it satisfies the non-decorated non-rooted constraint.
Note that our definition of density of a decorated graph H differs from the definition in [14] . However, density of a decorated graph H in our sense is density of a decorated graph H in the sense of [14] multiplied by the appropriate constant depending on measures of the parts of the graphon. Therefore, decorated constraints in our sense and in the sense of [14] are in one-to-one correspondence. Thus, Lemma 3 holds with our definition of decorated constraints, too.
The last lemma states that we can always force a pseudorandom bipartite graphon between two parts of a partitioned graphon.
Lemma 4. For every choice of k ∈ N, positive reals a 1 , . . . , a k summing to one, distinct reals d 1 , . . . , d k between zero and one l, l ≤ k, l = l , and p ∈ [0, 1], there exists a finite set of constraints C such that every graphon W that is a partitioned graphon with k parts A 1 , . . . , A k of measures a 1 , . . . , a k and degrees d 1 , . . . , d k , respectively, and that satisfies C also satisfies that W (x, y) = p for almost every x ∈ A l and y ∈ A l .
The hypercubical graphon
In this section, we describe a graphon W which we call the hypercubical graphon. For readability, we include a sketch of the structure of W in Figure 1 .
The hypercubical graphon W is a partitioned graphon with 14 parts, denoted by A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 , C , D , E 1 , E 2 , F . Each part has measure 1/27 except for E 1 and E 2 that have measure 11/27 and 4/27, respectively. Degrees of the vertices in different parts are listed in Table 1 . We do not provide the exact values e 1 and e 2 of degrees of vertices in E 1 and E 2 , respectively. Instead, we observe that e 1 ≤ 10/27 and e 2 ≤ 1/27 (since the neighborhood of every vertex of E 1 or E 2 has neighborhood if measure at most 10/27 or 1/27, respectively), therefore, e 1 , e 2 are different from degrees of vertices in parts A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 , C and e 2 is also different from D and F . Moreover, from the construction of W , it follows that e 1 > 5/27 and therefore it is different from e 2 and from degrees of vertices in D and F .
We describe the graphon W as a collection of functions W X×Y on products 
) for x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . Note that, unlike graphons, the functions W X×Y need not to be symmetric, instead they satisfy
(the relative position of x within the interval) and x = k + 1. Informally speaking, if we imagine [0, 1] as partitioned into consecutive intervals of measures 1/2, 1/4, etc., x indicates to which of the intervals x belongs. Observe that
is defined as follows (see Figure 2 ):
n , n ∈ N * , we denote its i-th coordinate of x by (x) i . A recipe R is a set of measure preserving maps r n for n ∈ N * such that r n :
The diagonal checker function κ.
Observe that R = {r n |n ∈ N * } is a recipe if and only if
for every k ∈ [n] (here, we abuse the notation by setting [∞] = N). A recipe is bijective if all the functions are bijective. For a fixed bijective recipe R, the graphon W is defined as follows:
, and 0 otherwise.
For X ∈ A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 2 , . . . , B 5 , C , let:
1 if x = y + 1, and 0 otherwise.
0 otherwise.
1 if x > y and (r x ( x)) i ≥ (r y ( y)) i for every i ≤ y , 0 otherwise.
x ≥ y and y ≤ (r x ( x)) y , and 0 otherwise.
(r x ( x)) i , and 0 otherwise.
(1 − (r x ( x)) i ), and 0 otherwise.
for every i ≤ y , and 0 otherwise.
) y , and 0 otherwise.
(r ∞ (x)) i , and 0 otherwise.
(1 − (r ∞ (x)) i ), and 0 otherwise.
For every X ∈ A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 , C :
W is identically equal to 0 on all the pairs of parts that are not listed above and that are not symmetric to the pairs listed.
Note that the definition of W is dependent on the choice of a bijective recipe R. However, it can be shown that the graphons obtained for different bijective recipes are weakly isomorphic. (In fact, the statement stays true even if R is a recipe that is not bijective.) Therefore we do not include the dependence on the recipe in the notation for the hypercubical graphon.
Before proceeding further, let us introduce additional notation that makes use of the structure of the diagonal checker subgraphons. We denote the set of vertices x of A i , i ∈ {1, 2}, with deg A 1 x = 2 −k in A 1 by A i,k and we call A i,k the k-th level of A i . We define levels B j,k of B j for j ∈ {1, . . . , 5} in the same way.
Similarly, we denote A 3,k the set of vertices of A 3 of relative degree 2 −k in A 2 and we call the set of these vertices the k-th level of A 3 . Note that measure of the k-th level is 2 −k /27 for every k and every A i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and B j , j ∈ {1, . . . , 5}. The following proposition and theorem imply the Theorem 1.
Proposition 1. Both T (W ) and T (W ) contain a subspace homeomorphic to
Proof. Every vertex of the part D of the graphon W is typical. In addition, the restrictions of the spaces T (W ) and
for every x ∈ D . Also note that
x .
This leads us to the following estimates for all x, x ∈ D .
Since the map H from the restriction of T (W ) to {f
is a homeomorphism by the definition of W and R, the statement of the proposition follows.
Theorem 5. The hypercubical graphon W is finitely forcible.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.
Constraints
In this section, we present the constraints that finitely force the graphon W , as we prove in the next section. The set of these constraints is denoted by C . The constrains in C are split into groups according to what features of a graphon they force:
Partition constraints force that every graphon satisfying C can be partitioned into parts of the sizes as and degrees of vertices as in W . The existence of such constraints follows from Lemma 2.
In the rest of the section, we assume that W is a partitioned graphon and we will refer to the parts of W as A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 , C, D, E 1 , E 2 , F , respectively.
Zero constraints force that W equals 0 almost everywhere on Table 2 : Densities between the part F and the other parts.
•
• E 2 × (E 2 ∪ F ), and
The constraint forcing the zero edge density between parts X and Y is depicted in Figure 3 .
Degree unifying constraints force that the relative degree deg Degree distinguishing constraints force that the structure between F and the remaining parts of a graphon consists of pseudorandom bipartite subgraphons of densities given in Table 2 .
By Lemma 4, this can be forced by finitely many constraints. An example of the constraints for F × C is depicted in Figure 6 . = 0 = 1/3 Figure 8 : The main diagonal checker constraints.
Triangular constraints force the structure on C × X is as in W for every X ∈ A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 , C. From the proof of the Theorem 5.1 in [26] it follows that there exist finitely many constraints forcing the triangular structure on C × C. The triangular constraints forcing the structure elsewhere are depicted in Figure 7 . They ensure that the triangular structure of C × C is replicated to other parts of the graphon.
Main diagonal checker constraints force the diagonal checker structure of A 1 ×A 1 . They are depicted in Figure 8 .
Complete bipartition constraints force, in particular, that the subgraphons on
, A 2 × A 3 and A 2 × B 2 are unions of complete bipartite subgraphons. The constraints are given in Figure 9 .
Auxiliary diagonal checker constraints determine the sizes of the sides of complete bipartite subgraphons in
They are depicted in Figure 10 .
First level constraints force the structure of A 0 × A 1 and they are depicted in Figure 11 .
Stair constraints force the structure of B 1 × B 3 and B 2 × B 3 . They are depicted in Figure 12 .
Coordinate constraints force some features of structure of B 1 × (B 2 ∪ B 4 ∪ B 5 ) and D × (B 2 ∪ B 4 ∪ B 5 ). They can be found in Figure 13 . 
A 1 Figure 14 : The distribution constraints. Figure 15 : The initial coordinate constraint. Figure 16 : The product constraints forcing B 1 × B 4 and D × B 4 consist of the depicted constraints, where X ∈ {B 1 , D}.
An initial coordinate constraint determine the relative degrees of vertices of B 1 in a subset of B 2 . It is depicted in Figure 15 . Projection constraints force the structure of B 1 × B 1 . They are depicted in Figures 18 and 19 .
The infinite constraints force the structure between D and the parts B 1 and B 2 of the graphon. They are depicted in Figure 20 .
This completes the list of the constraints in C By Monotone Reordering Theorem (see [24] for more details), there exist measure preserving maps ψ X : X → X for X = A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 2 , . . . , B 5 , C, E 1 , E 2 , F and non-decreasing functions f X :
In the analogy to B 1,n and B 2,n , we define B 1,n and B 2,n to be the vertices of B 1 and B 2 , respectively, that have relative degree 1/2 n in A 1 in W ϕ . Let R = {r 1 , r 2 , . . .} be the bijective recipe used to define W .
Let η B 1,k be a bijective from B 1,n to [0, 1] such that λ(η Figure 18 : The first four projection constraints. for n ∈ N and the function g ∞ :
Later in this section (in Subsections 5.11 and 5.12), we show that these functions form a recipe G, i.e., every g n ∈ G, n ∈ N * , satisfies (1) for every k ∈ [n]. Note that we will only prove that G is a recipe, not a bijective recipe. The fact that G is a recipe will imply that ψ B 1 and ψ D defined as follows are measure preserving maps assuming that λ(ψ B 1 (B 1,n )) = λ(B 1,n ) for every n ∈ N.
For every n ∈ N, we define ψ B 1 (x) on B 1,n as
Observe that ψ B 1 (B 1,n ) ⊆ B 1,n for every n. For x ∈ B 1 that does not belong to any B 1,n , we define ψ B 1 (x) to be equal to the same arbitrary vertex of B 1 . We later prove that the set of such x has measure zero (and therefore λ(ψ In the rest of the section, we show that C force the graphon W to be weakly isomorphic to W . Clearly, if the constraints C force that W has a certain property, W ϕ has the same property. Therefore, we speak directly about properties W ϕ in our arguments. We will be proving that W and W ϕ are equal almost everywhere for different subgraphons. To do this, we do not need to assume that G is a recipe. That is needed for showing that ψ is a measure preserving map, i.e., that W = W ϕ almost everywhere implies that W and W ϕ are weakly isomorphic.
Forcing [0, 1] × C-triangular constraints
The first constraint in Figure 7 forces that almost every vertex c ∈ C has the same relative degree as in C in the parts A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 of the graphon. The second constraint yields that either N C (x \ y) or N C (y \ x) has measure zero for almost every pair x, y ∈ X. This implies that the graphon W ϕ has values 0 and 1 almost everywhere on X × C. The choice of ψ implies that W ϕ and W ψ are equal almost everywhere on X × C for X ∈ {A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 2 , . . . , B 5 }. We show that W ϕ and W ψ are equal almost everywhere also on B 1 × C later in the proof.
The subgraphon on X × C determines an order on the vertices of X according to their relative degrees in C. We often use this fact when forcing other parts of the graphon. In this context, we will write x ≺ X y instead of deg C x < deg C y for x, y ∈ X. Abusing the notation, we will also write Y ≺ X Z for Y, Z ⊆ X such that y ≺ X z for every y ∈ Y and every z ∈ Z.
Forcing the structure on
We now show that the main diagonal checker constraints, which are depicted in Figure 8 force that W ϕ and W ψ agree almost everywhere on A 1 × A 1 . Our line of arguments follows that in [14] . So, we only sketch the arguments.
The first condition in Figure 8 implies that W ϕ on A 1 × A 1 is a union of disjoint cliques (and zero almost everywhere else). In particular, W ϕ is 0 or 1 almost everywhere on A 1 ×A 1 . The second constraint determines the edge density on A 1 × A 1 . The third constraint implies that the cliques are disjoint intervals with respect to the ordering given by the part C (up to sets of measure zero).
Let J be the set of nonempty intervals corresponding to the cliques forming W on A 1 × A 1 . The intervals of J are linearly ordered by ≺ A 1 . Let m J denote the measure of an interval J ∈ J . The fourth constraint forces that for almost every two vertices a 1 ≺ A 1 a 2 in one of the cliques in A 1 , Thus, the k-th interval of J has measure 2 −k for every k. We conclude that W ϕ agrees with W ψ almost everywhere on A 1 × A 1 .
Forcing the structure of other diagonal checker subgraphons
We now use the bipartition constraints, which are depicted in Figure 9 to force the structure of
and A 2 × B 2 . The constraints are identical for all the pairs except for A 1 × B 1 . So we present the argument using X × Y for any of the above listed pairs except A 1 × B 1 . The case A 1 × B 1 is discussed separately afterwards. The first constraint in Figure 9 forces that W ϕ on X × Y is a union of disjoint complete bipartite subgraphons (and zero almost everywhere else). The second and the third constraints imply that the sides of these complete bipartite subgraphons form intervals in X and Y with respect to the ordering given by C (up to sets of measure zero). The fourth constraint implies that the intervals are in the same order (with respect to C) in both X and Y , i.e., if I 1 × J 1 and I 2 × J 2 are complete bipartite subgraphons,
Now, it remains to determine the measures of the sides of the complete bipartite subgraphons.
Recall that we have shown that W ϕ agrees with W ψ almost everywhere on A 1 × A 1 . We show that the set of constraints depicted in Figure 10 forces that W ϕ and W ψ agree almost everywhere on
The first constraint in Figure 10 implies that almost all the vertices of A 1 have the same relative degree in A 1 as in Y for Y ∈ {A 2 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 }, which determines the measures of the sides of complete bipartite subgraphons of A 1 ×Y , yielding that W ϕ and W ψ agree almost everywhere on
The second constraint in Figure 10 determines the measures of the sides in A 2 × A 3 and A 2 × B 2 in A 3 , B 2 , respectively, yielding that W ϕ and W ψ agree almost everywhere on A 2 × A 3 and A 2 × B 2 .
The third constraint forces that almost every vertex of A 1 has relative degree 1/2 in A 1 or its relative degree in A 3 is twice as large as in A 1 . Since the sum of measures of all the sides of bipartite subgraphons in A 3 is one, it follows that vertices of A 1 with relative degree 1/2 in A 1 have relative degree 0 in A 3 .
It remains to analyze the graphon on A 1 × B 1 . As before, the first two constraints in Figure 9 for X = A 1 and Y = B 1 force that W ϕ on A 1 × B 1 is a union of disjoint complete bipartite subgraphons and that the sides of the complete bipartite subgraphons in A 1 form intervals with respect to the ordering given by C. The first constraint in Figure 10 for Y = B 1 implies that almost all the vertices of A 1 have the same relative degree in B 1 and in A 1 . The choice of ψ B 1 implies that W ϕ and W ψ agree almost everywhere on A 1 × B 1 .
Forcing the structure of
We next show that the first level constraints, which are depicted in Figure 11 force W ϕ to be equal to W ψ almost everywhere on A 0 × A 1 . The first constraint implies that deg A 0 x = 0 or deg A 1 x = 1/2 for almost every vertex in x ∈ A 1 . Since the set of vertices of relative degree 1/2 in A 1 has measure 1/2, the edge density on A 0 × A 1 forced by the second constraint implies that W ϕ (x, y) = 1 for almost every x ∈ A 0 and y ∈ A 1 with deg A 1 y = 1/2. Therefore, W ϕ is equal to W ψ almost everywhere on A 0 × A 1 .
Partitioning W into levels
The structure of W ϕ established so far allows us to split the parts A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 of W ϕ into levels, in the same way as the parts of W are split. We denote these levels by A i,k and B j,k for the parts A i and B j respectively. Figure 21 : Density expressions specifying levels of vertices.
, is formed by x ∈ B j such that deg A 1 x = 2 −k . Note that this coincides with our previous definition of B 1,k .
Note that the measure of A i,k and B j,k is 2 −k for every k ∈ N, i ∈ [3] and j ∈ [5] . Consequently, almost every vertex of the aforementioned parts belongs to some level. Let us give an example of use of this notation: A 1 × A 2 consists of complete bipartite subgraphons with sides A 1,k and A 2,k for every k ∈ N and A 1 × A 3 consists of complete bipartite subgraphons with sides A 1,k+1 and A 3,k for every k ∈ N.
The structure of the graphon W ϕ established so far allows to express relations between vertices from different parts of a graphon with respect to their containment in different levels. Some examples are given in Figure 21 : the value of the first expression is equal to the probability that a random vertex of B 1 and a random vertex in B 2 belong to the same level. Similarly, the second expression is equal to the probability that a random vertex of B 1 and a random vertex of B 2 belong to the i-th and (i + 1)-th level for some i. The third expression is equal to the probability that a random vertex of B 1 is in the first level. Finally, the last expression is equal to the probability that two random vertices of B 1 and B 2 of the same level are connected by an edge.
Stair constraints
Now, we focus on the stair constraints, which are depicted in Figure 12 . They are intended to force the desired structure on B 1 × B 3 . The first constraint in Figure 12 determines the relative degrees of vertices of B 1 in B 3 . The second constraint forces for almost every vertex x ∈ B 1,k 0 that if x has nonzero relative degree in B 3,k , it has relative degree 1 in B 3,k−1 , for every k 0 and k ∈ [k 0 ].
Consequently, such x has relative degree 1 in every B 3,m , m < k. So, for almost every x ∈ B 1,k 0 , W ϕ (x, y) = 1 for almost every y ∈ B 3,k , k ≤ k 0 and W ϕ (x, y) = 0 for almost every y ∈ B 3,k , k > k 0 . It follows that W ϕ agrees with W ψ almost everywhere on B 1 × B 3 .
Coordinate constraints
The coordinate constraints from Figure 13 force basic structure between the parts B 1 and D on one side and the parts B 2 , B 4 and B 5 on the other side. Here again, the constraints are identical for several pairs or parts, so we present the argument for B 1 × X in the case of the first constraint depicted in Figure 13 and Y × X in the case of the second constraint depicted in Figure 13 , where X ∈ {B 2 , B 
Initial coordinate constraint
The initial coordinate constraint can be found in Figure 15 . It forces that
This implies that W ϕ agrees with W ψ almost everywhere on B 1 × C. This and the triangular constraints for B 1 × C yield that every g n ∈ G satisfies (1) for k = 1.
Distribution constraints
The first constraint in Figure 14 implies that the relative degrees of vertices of B 2,k 0 in B 1,k , k 0 ≤ k, are uniformly distributed. In particular, it holds for every k ∈ N and every
for every k ∈ N, every k 0 ∈ [k] and almost every b ∈ B 2,k 0 . This means that relative degree of almost every b ∈ B 2,k 0 in B 1,k decreases linearly from 1 to 0 with its position within B 2,k 0 given by ≺ B 2 .
The second constraint in Figure 14 implies that the same is true for degrees of vertices of B 2,k in D.
Product constraints
The product constraints, which are depicted in Figures 16 and 17 is determined by its relative degree up to a set of measure zero. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that these relative degrees are determined by the product constraints. We present the argument for B 1 , the argument for D is analogous.
The first constraint depicted in Figure 16 implies that deg 
Projection constraints
We now establish that the projection constraints, which can be found in Figure 18 , force that W ϕ equals to W ψ almost everywhere on B 1 × B 1 . We defineg n (x) to be g n (η B 1,n (x)) for x ∈ B 1,n to simplify our notation throughout the subsection (recall that g n (η B 1,n (x)) = (deg B 2,i x) i∈[n] ). We start by showing for every k ∈ N that W ϕ equals 0 or 1 almost everywhere on B 1,k × B 1,k for every k ∈ N and k > k and that
Note that (2) implies that
Our argument proceeds by induction on k. Recall that the initial coordinate constraints guarantee that (2) holds for k = 1. We now focus on the induction step. The first constraint in Figure 18 forces that the set N B 2 (b \ b ) has measure zero for almost every pair of vertices b ∈ B 1,k and b ∈ B 1,k , k < k , such that W ϕ (b, b ) > 0. This implies for almost every pair
. In other words,
has measure zero for almost every b ∈ B 1,k and
has measure zero for almost every b ∈ B 1,k .
The second constraint forces that
We have shown in Subsection 5.10 that
for almost every b ∈ B 1,k , k > k. It follows that if (2) holds for k, then the second constraint implies for every k > k that W ϕ equals to 0 or 1 almost everywhere on B 1,k × B 1,k , and that
has measure zero for almost every b ∈ B 1,k , and that
has measure zero for almost every b ∈ B 1,k . To complete the induction step, we should show that (2) holds for k + 1 assuming it holds for k. The third constraint depicted in Figure 18 guarantees that deg
for almost every b ∈ B 1,k . This combined with (2) yields that
for almost every b ∈ B 1,k . The fourth constraint implies that
for almost every b ∈ B 1,k and x ∈ B 2,k+1 where B x 1,k+1 is the set of vertices y ∈ B 1,k+1 with W ϕ (x, y) = 1 (recall that W ϕ is equal to 0 or 1 almost everywhere on B 1 × B 2 as shown in Subsection 5.7). Note that the structure of the graphon established in Subsection 5.7 yields that B x 1,k+1 is the set of vertices y ∈ B 1,k+1 of the relative degree at least a x in B 2,k+1 for some a x ∈ [0, 1] (up to a set of measure zero and for almost every x ∈ B 2,k+1 ). Hence, the equality (7) guarantees that
for almost every b ∈ B 1,k and every a k+1 ∈ [0, 1]. The structure of the graphon established in Subsection 5.9 implies that
for every a k+1 ∈ [0, 1]. This combined with (6) and (8) yields that
) for almost every b ∈ B 1,k and every a k+1 ∈ [0, 1]. We conclude using (3) that
k+1 . By the principle of inclusion and exclusion, the equality (2) holds for k + 1. The completion of the induction step yields that g n satisfies (1) for all k, n ∈ N, in particular, ψ B 1 is a measure preserving map.
We have shown that B 1,k × B 1,k in W ϕ and W agree almost everywhere for k = k . It remains to analyze the structure of the graphon W ϕ on B 1,k × B 1,k for k ∈ N. The first constraint in Figure 19 The second constraint in Figure 19 implies that deg B 1,k b = deg B 4,k b+deg B 5,k b for almost every b ∈ B 1,k . Hence, W ϕ has to be equal to 1 almost everywhere on B 1,k × B 1,k , where it does not have to be zero by the fourth constraint. Therefore, the last two projection constraints imply that W ϕ equals to W almost everywhere on B 1,k × B 1,k and thus on the whole B 1 × B 1 .
Infinite constraints
In this subsection, we prove that W ϕ equals to W ψ almost everywhere on B 1 ×D, by proving they are equal almost everywhere on B 1,k × D for every k ∈ N. We also prove that ψ D is a measure preserving map by showing that g ∞ satisfies (1) for every k. Let k ∈ N be fixed for the rest of the subsection.
Let d ∈ D and b ∈ B 1,k . We define for almost every b ∈ B 1,k . We deduce by the principle of inclusion and exclusion that λ({d
for almost every b ∈ B 1,k . Finally, observe that the definition of g ∞ yields
It follows from (3) and (9) that g ∞ is measure preserving.
5.13
Structure involving the parts E 1 , E 2 and F Let I = [0, 1] \ (E 1 ∪ E 2 ∪ F ). The degree unifying constraints, which are depicted in Figure 4 , imply that for every X, Y ∈ {A 0 , . . . , A 3 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 , C} and almost every x ∈ X, y ∈ Y :
Following the reasoning given in [26, proof of Lemma 3.3] , this implies that
for almost every x ∈ X. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields that W ϕ (x, z) = 1−deg I x for almost every x ∈ X and z ∈ E 1 . This implies that deg [0,1]\(E 2 ∪F ) x = 1/2 for almost every x ∈ I \ D. Since W ψ = W ϕ almost everywhere on I 2 , almost every x ∈ I has the same relative degree on I in both W ψ and W ϕ which yields that W ψ = W ϕ almost everywhere on I × E 1 . Similarly, the constraints depicted in Figure 5 imply that deg B 1 ∪B 2 ∪B 4 ∪B 5 ∪E 2 x = 1/2 for almost every x ∈ D and that W ψ = W ϕ almost everywhere on D × E 2 . Finally, the two degree distinguishing constraints in Figure 6 force that W ϕ on [0, 1] × F is formed by pseudorandom bipartite graphs X × F for X = A 1 , . . ., A 3 , B 1 , . . . , B 5 , C, with densities given by 
